Categorial Grammars (CGs; Wood 1993), grounded in algebra (Lambek 1958) and mathematical logic (Ajdukiewicz 1935), have rightly pushed to the limit the use of logically and algebraically justi able rules for the combination and alternation of types in describing natural language. However, when TAG trees are mapped to CG categories, tree-families -linguistically wellmotivated objects -can only be mapped to arbitrary category sets.
Redundancy rules in theory
CGs have always included both binary rules (such as function application and function composition) and unary (type-shifting) rules, and indeed the interactions between these two rule types have been involved in many debates within CG. The unary rules have been restricted to those which preserved algebraic identity: type-raising NP to S/(SnNP), for example, does not in itself a ect the descriptive power of the grammar. However, it is notorious that words can be highly ambiguous as to category, even in a phrase structure grammar with categories of a fairly coarse grain size (such as \verb"), but far more so in a CG. One of the central advances of the lexicalist movement in linguistic description (eg Bresnan (ed) 1982 , Gazdar et al 1985 was the recognition and formalization of patterns in the lexicon such as active / passive alternation. Indeed it is ironic that the most extreme of lexicalist grammars has not adopted such lexical rules.
CGs could and, I believe, should have such type alternation rules. For example: Nominals: a lexical noun can also serve as a noun phrase, or a noun modi er or noun phrase modi er N =) fNP, N/N, NP/NPg Passives: a lexical verb will also have a passive form taking one fewer nominal complement (SnNP)/NP =) SnNP ((SnNP)/NP)/NP =) (SnNP)/NP etc.
Gerundives: a verb (function into S) will also have a gerundive form (function into NP) (SnNP)/NP =) (NPnNP)/NP ((SnNP)/NP)/NP =) ((NPnNP)/NP)/NP etc.
The exact semantics of the rewrite arrow is not at issue here. It is perhaps best taken as a wellformedness constraint or licensing statement along the lines of GPSG meta-rules: \if that is legal, so is this". Nor are we concerned with implementation details such as whether the rules cause expansion at run-time or compile-time. The claim is that these alternations are facts of natural language, and a linguistic theory must have rules to describe them, as indeed most linguistic theories do.
Redundancy rules in practice
The UPenn Combinatory CG \Large Lexicon" (Doran and Srinivas, forthcoming) Category families are sets of categories which typically and predictably are assigned together to a word, causing the expansion from 37,000 word entries to 110,000 word / category pairs. In the original TAG lexicon, words are assigned tree families, which are linguistically well-motivated objects (Xia et al, in preparation). In the translation from TAG trees to CG categories, the motivation is lost, and we are left with seemingly arbitrary category sets. It is these which can be both motivated and compressed using redundancy rules.
Here are some example entries from the lexicon. (The index numbers serve to distinguish atoms within each complex category, and have no other signi cance. I give the corresponding TAG trees for the rst entry only.) Verbs: each verb stem has one or two block entries, with some redundancy in passive and gerundive categories: Since the exact gures for this sort of simple numerical compression are entirely dependent on incidental details of the composition of the original lexicon, it is more signi cant to look at the size of the set of categories used in the lexicon.
It is well known that CG categories are more detailed, and therefore more numerous, than the traditional categories of phrase structure grammars (\verb" becomes the set SnNP, (SnNP)/NP, ((SnNP)/NP)/NP, ..., etc.). It is less commonly observed that a single CG category can correspond to more than one PSG category, where di erent parts of speech have the same syntactic behaviour. For example, S_0\NP_0 
Intransitive active
The scu ing and miaowing abated.
Transitive bare passive
The food was accepted.
Predicative adjective
That proposal is absurd.
Predicative nominal
Pepper is a tabby cat.
Predicative pp
The president is abroad. I refer to these as the senses of a category, and to a category with more than one sense as ambiguous. A primary sense is basic or irreducible, like the rst sense (intransitive active) above. A secondary sense is a derived usage which could be predicted or derived by rule from some other category. Thus S_0\NP_0 (transitive bare passive) is derived from (S_0\NP_)/NP (transitive active) by a passive rule which systematically reduces the number of argument NPs to a verb by one. The three predicative senses are derived from basic adjectival, nominal, and prepositional categories by rules which are less neat schematically, but do make the appropriate predictions.
(Bear in mind that only the structural syntactic category itself is being considered here. Since TAG trees include part-of-speech information, \similar" looking trees are distinguished by the part-of-speech that anchors them. In CG categories, since part-of-speech information is not explicitly encoded, it appears that there are redundancies. However, as we saw above, lexical entries in the CCG Large Lexicon contain a POS eld, so during lexical access, given a part-of-speech, there will not be any confusion of this nature.) Further, structurally identical categories will often be distinguished at a ner grain-size by having di erent features. The detailed form of any redundancy rules will have to include these.)
Although the proposed redundancy rules do give a worthwhile reduction in the number of categories needed, the number of senses which can be omitted, and the number of ambiguous categories, are more dramatically reduced. The 20 categories eliminated entirely include, for example:
Gerund of ditransitive John giving the cats an unusually large breakfast kept them happy for a few hours.
S_0/NP_0
Predicative Pepper is a tabby cat -What is Pepper?
The thirteen ambiguous categories which become unambiguous include the example of S_0\NP_0 given above, which keeps only its primary sense of intransitive verb, losing four sec-ondary senses, one passive and three predicative. When one considers that at present the rst 15 words in the lexicon with this category are: abate, abdicate, aberrant, abhorrent, abide, abject, able, abnormal, abominable, aboriginal, abort, abortive, above, abrasive, abroad 
Adverbs
Pepper was demanding breakfast already.
Negation on auxiliaries
John did not want to get up that early.
Exhaustive PPs
He moved her away.
Redundancy rules will not only compress the explicitly given category set, but expand the set implicitly available. Crossing seven of the basic verb categories (intransitive, intrans + particle, intrans + adjective, transitive, trans + PP comp, trans + VP comp, trans + V comp) with ve of the derived forms (active, bare passive, by-passive, gerund, gerund + determiner) should give 29 categories (as intransitives have no passive forms). Of these, only 18 are actually given in the current lexicon, presumably due to accidental gaps in the corpus data from which its parent TAG lexicon was originally derived.
Conclusion
This proposal will not be popular with the logical purists in the CG community. In language engineering terms, it will be necessary to control the appplicability of redundancy rules and to explore their e ect on parsing. What I o er here is some quanti ed evidence, derived from a realistically large large lexicon intended for serious linguistic description, for the nature and scope of the bene ts that a categorial grammar could gain from a systematic formalization of predictable lexical relations through lexical redundancy rules or category families.
